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Abstract

A digital audio/video recorder which combines the

digital audio processor (which comforms to the require-

ments of the EIAJ Technical File) with the VHS-format

color video cassette recorder (VCR) has been developed

on commercial basis.

The analog processor in the recorder contains IC-fashioned,

14-bitsanalog-to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A)

converters and a sample & hold (S/H) circuit, through

which a distortion of less than 0.01% and dynamic

range of better than 84 dB have been achieved.

The digital processor in the recorder contains five

newly-developed CMOS LSI's of which signal processing

system complies with the NTSC and PAL/SECAM television

standards.

Those LSI's are functionally equivalent to approximately

500 general-purpose TTL integrated circuits, and provide

inoreased data protection quality,
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1. Introduction

A technical file pertaining to the digital audio pro-

cessor using a VCR was adopted by the Electronic In-

dustries Association of Japan (EIAJ) in 1979, and

following this, some commercialized products as such

are now appearing on the market.

While the digitalized audio processing system provides

considerable improvements in system performance, the

required circuitry also gains a greater complexity.

For consumer use, it is essential to improve its

performance/cost ratio by introducing functionally-

integrated LSI's. Furthermore, to achieve the

necessary level of system performance in combination

with different types of video cassette recorders, the

digital audio processor must provide unfailing protec-

tion against data error caused by dropouts, jitter,

skew, etc. System design will also have to include

the functional benefits unique to the digital audio

system, such as random program access or digital dubbing

capability.

To meet these requirements, five digital-processing

LSI's related to recording/playback functions, a sample &

hold IC, and A/D and D/A converter modules have been

newly developed for the present system. Those

integrated circuits were incorporated into the new

digital audio/video recorder using a compact portable

video cassette recorder. The product is to be

marketted under the model name "PCM-V100".
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2. Digital Audio/Video Recorder Overview

A system block diagram of the digital audio/video

recorder is shown in Figure 1.

The recording unit in the recorder consists of the

following functional blocks:

1) Sample & hold (S/H) circuit

The S/H network samples input audio signals at 44.056 kHz

rate and holds the sampled signal levels for the

prescribed interval.

2) Analog-to-digital (A/D) converter

The A/D converter converts sampled analog levels into

corresponding14-bits digitally-coded signals.

3) Error aorrecting word (P and Q) generator

The error c_rrecting word generator generates two

independent error correcting words P and Q throug h

logical operations using digitalized 6 data words

for L and R channels each.

4) Interleave memory

To prevent burst error due to large dropouts, con-

secutive data is interleaved on the interleave memory.

5) Error detecting word (CRC) generator

This feature generates an error detecting word (CRC
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16 bits) from interleaved 8 data words.

6) Digital-to-video signal converter

This converter converts the above digitally-encoded

signals into the television signal format which is

suitable to video cassette recorder.

The playback unit in the recorder consists of the

following functional blocks:
I

l) Video-to-digital signal converter

The playback output of the video cassette recorder is

an analog signal containing dat_ and synchroniza-

tion signals. The video-to-digital signal converter

separates the data and synchronizing signals fr_mthe video

signals, and converts them again into digitally-coded

signals.

2) Error detection

This feature uses the error detecting word (CRC) to

check data error. If a data error is detected, it is

set its error flag for subsequent error correction

process.

3) Deinterleave memory

The playback data is restored into its original sequential
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order and, at the same time, the time-domain fluctuations

caused by VCR jitters are absorbed and eliminated.

4) Error data correction

If any data error is detected in the de<nterleaved data

according to the error flag, this feature corrects

the error through logical operations using two error

correcting words P and Q.
t

5) Digital-to-analog (D/A) converter

The D/A converter converts the digital data, from

which time-base and data errors are eliminated, into

corresponding analog signals.

6) Multiplexer (MPX)

The MPX eliminates glitch noise from the output of

the D/A converter, and separates the signal into the

right and left channels.

Major specifications of the digital audio/video recorder,

which combines the above functional blocks with a

portable color VCR, are shown in Table 1.

3. Analog Processor

3.1 Analog Signal Processing System

A block diagram of the analog processor is shown in
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Figure 2. The recording unit consists of a sample &

hold (S/H) circuit and an A/D converter. The A/D

converter uses the successive approximation principle,

and consists of a level comparator, successive approxi-

mation registers (SAR), control logic, D/A converter,

current-to-voltage conversion buffer amplifier, etc.

In the L/R multiplexing circuit for digital audio pro-

cessing, two level c6mparators are provided and they

are switched from one to the other by the digital

switching system. This eliminates glitches which

may otherwise be generated upon channel switching.

The analog signal processing section in the playback

system contains a D/A converter and a multiplexer (MPX).

The MPX separates the demodulated audio signal into

R and L channel signals. It uses the sample & hold

multiplexing system featuring a reduced distortion in

the low-frequency range as compared with the deglitcher

system. The D/A converter used in the recording

system is also shared by the playback system.

3.2 Sample & Hold IC

As shown in Figure 2, the sample & hold (S/H) circuit

in the recording system samples the input audio signal
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at the specified sampling rate and holds the sampled

signal level until it is converted into the correspond-

ing digital value by the following A/D converter.

In the playback system, the sample & hold circuit

separates the multiplexed L/R analog output of the

D/A converter again into the individual L and R signals.

It uses the basic configuration as shown in Figure 3.

The sample & hold IC'is shared by the S/H and multiplex

operations.

Unlike the sample & hold circuit used for instrumenta-

tion purpose, the S/H network used in the digital

audio processor must have high "audible" performance in

such as signal-to-noise ratio, total harmonic distortion,

crosstalk, etc., while the requirement for DC drift

specification is not so much strict as that for instru-

mentation devices.

(1) Selection of IC fabrication process

The sample & hold circuit requires a settling time

specification of not more than 5.4 _sec. and a droop

specification of not more than 1/2 LSB of 14-bits full

scale, i.e. approximately 0.003%. For the input

buffer amplifier (shown in Figure 4) to be capable of

driving the holding capacitor and having an S/N ratio
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of 100 dB, the bipolar process is essential for chip

fabrication. In the mean time, the leak current

in the droop, analog switch, and output buffer ampli-

fier must be suppressed below 30 nA, and this requires

the MOS process. Consequently, the bipolar-MOS

process has been employed for the S/H circuit chip

fabrication.

(2) Distortion caused by the analog switch

A MOS FET analog switch configuration is shown in

Figure 4. Some distortion factors derived from the

analog switch are analyzed in the following:

The first factor is the ON resistance of the MOS tran-

sistor which is reversely proportional to the gate-source

voltage (VGs). When an input signal is present, therefore

the gate-source voltage fluctuates according to the

input signal amplitude, resulting in the generation of

second harmonic distortion. Moreover, the ON resis-

tance of the MOS transistor will be an additional cause

of distortion since it also depends on the reverse

bias voltage of the back gate: i.e. substrate biasing

effect. The second factor of distortion is the

variable nature of the capacitance across the drain

and back gate. This capacitance is equivalently
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in parallel with the holding capacitor and fluctuates

with the input signal amplitude. This also causes

the second harmonic distortion. The third cause

of distortion is the drain-gate capacitance, through

which a leakage of the gate control voltage is gene-

rated. Since the drian-gate capacitance is non-

linear, it causes fluctuation of the leak voltage,

eventually resultin_ another cause of distortion.

All these distortions are caused by terminal voltages

of the MOS transistor fluctuating with the input

signal voltages. To suppress this, the input

signal was superposed on the control gate and back

gate as shown in Figure 5, so that the terminal voltages

of the MOS transistor do not fluctuate with the input

signal voltages. Asa result, the distortion was

reduced to less than 0.01% - more than 1/20 of reduction

ratio - as shown in Figure 6.

(3) Sample & hold IC performance

The performance of the sample & hold IC obtained through

the above discussions is shown in Table 2 (HA12030).

3.3 D/A Converter Module

As shown in Figure 2, the D/A converter, in the record-
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ing system, provides a reference voltage with which the

the output level of the sample & hold network is

compared. In the playback system, it converts the

digitally-coded signal into the corresponding

analog signal.

The D/A converter in digital audio application requires

a high speed and accuracy. Major performance items

of the D/A converter_are listed in Table 3.

The bipolar process is most suitable for fabrication of

the reference current source and current switch circuits

permitting less than 200 ns of settling time. On

the other hand, it would not be economical, in view of

the present state of trimming technique and yeild rate,

to implement the reference registors on the chip.

Consequently, the hybrid configuration has been intro-

duced into the D/A converter module, with the portion

of the circuit enclosed with the broken box implemented

on a single chip, and thin film resistors used for the

reference resistances(see Fi_e 7, Pho%o 2.).Considering

the future expandability for digital audio disk players,

the D/A module has been designed on 16-bit basis.

In general, D/A converters are divided roughly into the

R-2R type and the 2hR type. The R-2R type has a
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current switching R-2R ladder network with the identical

current supplied to all bits. This type requires

.high precision resistors three times as many as those

required for type 2hR, though it allows for high con-

version speed. Type 2hR D/A converter uses the

conversion system in which the reference current is

decremented by each 1/2, and has a relatively simple

circuit configuration. However, it has a drawback

in that the LSB current is extremely small and con-

version speed is relatively low. Combining the

advantages of the both types, the authors have designed

a third type of D/A converter of which configuration

is shown in Figure 7. In this D/A, the 16-bit input

is divided into 4 blocks of 4 bits each, and the 2nR

ladder structure is used for each of the 4 blocks.

And the outputs of each block are summed with a summing

network. The resultant performance of this D/A

converter is shown in Table 3.

3.4 Analog Signal Processing Section Performance

The distortion characteristics of the analog signal

processing section using the S/H and D/A converter

modules described in the preceding sections are shown

in Figures 8 and 9.
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4. Digital, Signal Processing Section

The digitally-coded output of the A/D converter is

added with an error-detecting and error-correcting words

to protect the data from dropouts generated in the

VCR, then is interleaved for increased error correction

efficiency, before recorded on the tape. The play-

back output of the VCR is subject to error detection,

deinterleave, and error correction processes with

reference to the synchronizing signal, then is con-

verted into the corresponding analog signal by the D/A

converter. In order to insure guaranteed stability

against dropouts, jitter, and skew which may be gene-

rated in virtually any type of now-available home video

cassette recorders to be combined with the digital

processor, strict data and syl%chronizing signal

protection is essential.

4.1 S)_nchronizing Signal Protection

Since data in the digital signal processing section

is expressed with strings of binary bits "1" and "0",
4. '

a sMnchronizing signal is inevitable to identify each

data word boundary. The error detection, de_nterleave,

and error correction processes in the playback system

are all done with reference to this synchronizing
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signal. Therefore, miss detection of synchronizing

signal causes improper miss detecting or miss correcting

operation. This causes defective data configu-

ration, which eventually results in demodulation error.

The synchronizing signal includes three different

signals: i.e. the video-format vertical and horizontal

synchronizing signals and the bit synchronization

signal which is adde_ in the EIAJ Technical File.

(1) Vertical synchronizing signal protection

There are 245 blocks (horizontal synchronization period

/block) of data in a single vertical synchronization period.

Data is taken in when the vertical sync. signal detects

the first block of the block array and then detecting

the horizontal sync. signals.

To insure unfailing detection of the first data

block in each even and odd fields, it is necessary

to maintain the positional accuracy of the pulses

created from the vertical sync. signal within _1/4 H

(1 H = single horizontal sync. period) as shown in

Figure 10. To achieve this, a detecting system of vertical

sync. signals has been adopted in _hich l/2 H pulses having

an interval one half of the horizontal sync. signal

in the output signal o£ the VCR is generated,
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the composite sync. signal is strobed by these pulses,

and the result is detected by a pattern coincidence

circuit. If the vertical sync. signal is missed,

synchronization is lost and defective data configura-

tion results. In order to prevent this, 1/2 H pulses

are generated from the horizontal sync. signal, and

are counted up to 525 counts, of which interval is used

to delay the verticai sync. signal by a single field.

The delayed vertical sync. signal is used to compensate

for the defective portion of the vertical sync. signal.

The configuration of this protection system is

shown in Figure 11.

(2) Horizontal synchronizing signal detection and protection

For the vertical sync. signal compensation system

mentioned just above to function properly, correct

horizontal sync. signal is required as a premise.

The horizontal sync. signal is affected by external

interferences such as noise or skew, as well as dropouts.

While a time gate circuit having a narrow window is

desirable for horizontal sync. signal protection against

noise interference, it also requires a window width

sufficient to draw in the horizontal sync. signal even

if a tape skew generates.
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To meet these incompatible requirements, two timing

gate circuits having different window widths are pro-

vided in the horizontal sync. signal protection system

so that the window width is broadened only if a tape

skew or other interference is generated. Further-

more, to prevent erroneous detection due to noise

interference, the time gate circuit having the narrower

window width is used,for verification of the circuit

operation. A flowchart for the system operation

is shown in Figure 12_

This protection system successfully functioned against

the vertical sync. signal dropout as shown in Table 4

and provided complete compensation for the synchronizing

signals.

(3) Bit synchronizin_ signal protection system

Digital data synchronized to the bit sync. signal is

coupled to the error detecting circuit, where it is

subject to error detection using CRC words. The

judgement result is obtained after a single block of

128 bit data is all read in. To do this, the input

data is temporarily stored in an auxiliary memory, and

is transferred to the deinterleave and jitter-absorption

memory together with the error judgement result (error
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flag). A playback clock dropout caused by a bit

sync. signal dropout will result in memory transfer

error. To prevent this, a dual auxiliary memory

has been employed as shown in Figure 13, and the play-

back clock has been used for write operation to the

auxiliary memory, while the more stable output of the

clock generator is used for read operation (data

transfer).

4.2 Data Protection System

(1) Control word protection system

A control word is provided at the first block of each

field comprised of 245 blocks. This control word

block is also available for correction of vertical

sync. signal error. To do this, the first 3 blocks

including the control word is verified by using the

56-bit control word extraction signal which is inserted

only in the control word block. Should the control

word be inserted in a digital data block, it is not

detected by the error detection circuit, and can cause

noise output. The above technique is also effective

to prevent this type of error.

(2) Syndrome check and correction
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Digital data error is detected with the error detecting

word. To make it double sure, the syndrome check

and correction system has been adopted which all output

data are verified with error correction data.

This system checks and corrects digital data having

erroneous data configuration or data error which is not

detected in the error detecting circuit.

(3) Memory protection system

The digital audio processor requires in it digital

memories for deinterleaving the output data of the

VCR and absorbing VCR jitter. A sudden increase in

jitter can cause overflow or underflow in the memory.

To prevent click noise generation due to memory over-

flow or underflow, a memory protection system has been

used in the processor, with which every other data

words are read out upon an overflow generation, and

each data is read twice upon an underflow generation.

4.3 Compatible System for the NTSC and PAL/SECAM TV Standards

According to the EIAJ Technical File, the error detec-

tion, error correction and deinterleave systems for the

NTSC and PAL/SECAM television standards are identical,

but there are some differences required in the digital
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audio processor depending on those TV standards.

These differences are listed in Table 5, and the

difference in clock frequency is shown in Figure 14.

As shown in Figure 14, the master clock frequency is

2.64 MHz for the NTSC, and 55.125 MHz for the PAL/

SECAM standard. To share the same LSI for the both

standards, the audio,sampling system for the PAL/SECAM

uses a sampling frequency of 2.205 MHz (1/25 of the

master clock frequency of 55.125 MHz), and the video

synchronization system for the same standards uses

a sync. signal frequency of 2.625 MHz (1/21 of the

master frequency). The LSI contains these circuits

functioning at less than 2.6 MHz, and provides compati-

bility for the both standards.

4.4 Digital Signal Processing LSI

The newly-developed 5 digital signal processing LSI's

are listed in Table 6.

6. Conclusion

For increased popularity of consumer digital audio

recording/playback system, dedicated LSI's and medium-

scale IC's are developed. As a result, the entire
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digital processing system has been integrated into

5 LSI's, which are functionally equivalent to 500

general-purpose IC's. Along with the high-precision

A/D and D/A converter modules, the system has achieved

increased performance with much lower cost.

The commercial product utilizing these circuit compo-

nents, Model PCM V-100 Digital Audio/Video Combination

Recorder, has had leks than one fifth of the number of

parts and physical equipment volume as compared with

those of conventional equipment. Also increased

reliability and operability are achieved in the product.
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FIG I. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DIGITAL AUDIO/VIDEO COMBINATION RECORDER



ANALOG COMPARATOR
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FIG 2. ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING UNIT
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_' ANAI_OG_Sl,_I TCX

INPUT SIGNAL_--__j-r'!--_----_OUTPUT SIGNAL

CONtrOLSlal;_AL_ C_
_HOLD CAPACITOR

FIG 3. CONSTRUCTION OF SAMPLE AND HOLD



TA_L_ _. SPECZ_'IGATION

ITE_! SPECIFICATION

SIGNAL FOR_IAT NTSC TV FOR,_IAT(PAL/SECAM CO_tPATIBLE)

BINARY FORMAT EIAJ STANDARD FOR,_IAT

AUDIO CHAM'IELS 2CHANNEL

SA},IPLING FREqUENCy 44.056 KHz

QOANTIZING 14 blt LINEAR QUnNTIZING

ERROR DETECTION 16 bit CRCC

ERROR CORRECTION ERROR CORRECTION BY P.O CORRECTING WORO$

INTERLEAVE SI_IPLEDELAYED INTERLEAVING

(LENGTH OF INTERLEAVE IS 30:48 wORDS)

FRE(}UI_NCYCHARACTERISTIC 20Hz = 20 KHzj i 0.5 dB

DYNA_IIC RANGE MORE THAN 85 dB

DISTORTION FACTOR LESS THAN 0.01/% (1 }{Hz)

TAPE SPEED FLUCTUATION LESS TI/tN _IEASUALABLE LIMIT

W0t_ AND FL{JT_ER LESS THAN filEASOALABLE LIMIT

LINE INPOT 200mVrms (PIN JACK UNBALANCED)

LINE OOTPtIT l Vrms (PIN JACK UNBALANCED}

VIDEO INPUT 1 Vp-p (PIN JACK 'UNBALANCED)

VHF OUTPUT 1 OR 2 CHANNEL S_/ITCHHABL_

BIGITAL I)UJBING OUTIJLI_ I Vp-p (PIN JACK UNBALANCED)

HEADPHONE OUTPUT 1 Vms (80H,_)

PO_ER SUPPLY AC IOOV 50/60 Hz

SIZE 435 (W) x 170 (H) x 320 (0) mm.

_/EIG_r 19 Kg |

]

PHOTO 1. DIGITAL AUDIO/VIDEO COMBZ_IATION F_JCOPDER



INPUT_PUT _ I I I

v_--T' I " f

__.w,_C. ,, ,G*T_.-SounceVOL_:.a_.I

INPUT SIGNAL

FIG 4. CONSTRUCTION OF ANALOG SWITCH AND ON REGISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS

IN:Po_--r_____,"-'--...........__.__3_a__5"" , o

CONTROL SIGNAL A5__

FIG 5. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT



/.0 INPUT LEVEL: 3Vp-p
C. : 2200pF .o' _

0. ¢%X';Y
/.,,.?7'o's'/

' /_¢;Ed¢/

°'°' \

0.05 SOO IR 5-I< iOl_
t

_QRENCY (_z)

_la 6. DTSTOR_ZONC_C_ZSTZUE O_ S_L_ AND_:0_,_CIRCUIT

TABLE 2. SPECIFICATIONS OF SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT

SPECIFICATION

ITEM MEASUR_UNIT A NOTE
M1N TYP MAX

I GAIN -0.5 0 +0.5 0 dB f, =1 kHz OdB_3Vr. r

20Hz - o.3 0 + o.3 0 dB

FREQUENCY REFERENCEFREQUENCY1kHz
2 !lOOHz - o. 3 o + o.a o dB

RESPONSE INPUTLEVEL3Vp-p

¿OkHz -1.5- 1.2 -0.9 -1.2 dB

{ooHz - o. o ] o. o 2 o. 0 1 ¢

3 DISTORTION lkHz - o.0 I o.o 2 o.o ! ¢ INPUT LEVEL 5Vp-p

told-lz _ o.o z o.o s o.0 2 ¢

4 CROSSTALK 6 5 7 5 - 8 0 . dB /' = ! 0 oHz_l OkHz
INPUT LEVEL 3Vp-p

5 S/N 8 4 9 0 - 9 0 d B INPUT LEVEL 3Vp-p



/

TABLE 5. SPECIFICATIONS OF D/A CONVERTER

SPECIFICATION FIE,ASUt_ENER'T A I_OTE

!NUMBEROF _ZTS 1E bits _ bits

DISTORTION 0,07 _o/ 0.O1 % Ta=25 _0

0.05 % 0.02 % Ta_0~50°C
DYMiD_ZC FOJ_GE 80 dB 84 dB

SETEING TIME 200 nsec 150 nsec

GAIN ERROR +0.5 dB ±0.1 d33

ANALOG OUTPUT

DC OFFSET ADJ 16, !L%, it'

R 2R 4R 8R R 2/l 4R 8R R 2R 4/_ 8R R 2R 4R 8R

FIG 7. CONSTRUCTION OF b/A C0_VERTER



20 1O0 2k 20k

FREQUENCY (Hz)

FIG 8. FREQUENCY RESPONSES AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

20;

\!

k OPEN REEL TAPE DECTC

o_ _ (}Scm/sec _ 2Tracks)

_ 0_2

0

PCM--VtO0
0 0,01

EMPHASISOFF

H ____ I I___f_J__L/_tdJ__ I _ f I I r r ! ! _2_.__JJ__l___

A ia loo FREQUENCY (_z) zk lOk

FIG 9. DISTORTION C_AR_CTEP_IgTIC_q



rc_ DATA_

3 3 3 1 245H 7.5

[_ _-'-' _'¢ :_: _ 262.5H
_ .. L

!

COMPOSITE SYNC. PULSE

:OO__IEL_il__ _
EVEN FIELD

-11'"_U U-FFFI-__
H SYNC. Pb'LSE

f'--'l

V SYNC.oUT ll,_H

FIG J0. TIMING CHART OF V SY'NC DETECTOR

V SYNC. DET.. V SYNC. OUT

COMPOSITEpuLSE,SYNC..i__H__ 5
: DELAYH-

i

_t sync.

FIG 11. CONSTRUCTION OF V SYNC DETECTOR A2SD PROTECTOR



TIME GATE T.
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GEN ·
START

H SYN0 DE'FEC'I_°R

GATE T o?m47'7

OK

TICE GkTE T. +l.

_G

OK

V SYNC GEN. RESET

FIG 12. FLOW CRkRT OF H SYNC DETECTING A_NDpROTECTINGSYSTF-¢4



TABLE 4. EFFECT OF V SYNC PROTECTOR

VCR MODE TAPE V SYNC ERROR MISS COMPENS_ION-

STA_DARD A 1%im6/3Orain. 0 _ime/301nin.

PLAY B 2580 times/?min. 0 %ime/7min.

C ! 13 +.jmes/]1min. 0 %ime/llm:in.

FE_ _ 3 times/1 }min. 0 %ime/l_min.

]6 %imes/ymin. 0 %ime/7min.

LONG PLAY 180 4imes/8min. 0 %ime/Smin.,

---_m_4_s/_coN_.I I3S_AT__ I
P_s_ / _ '?,v , ___L_41__

/ I 14_±_LATCxI l 14_3i_LA_OH-_

14 14

__ ;N I 14 .

IN OUT1H RAM 8W/14Bit 1H RAM 8W/14Bit

_1 _ss RfW _s_ Rf]i
2_

C_L0_i(_UD_S_ ' L READAD_PdgSS S_DATA E

?
L_ _ t_°v_°

_'IG 13. CONSTRUCTION 0F DATA PROTECTING SYSTEV[



TABLE 5. NTSC,PAL/SECAM FORMAT

ONE FRA_E SEGMENT 525H 625H

DATA BLOCX

0P 0hlE_RJ_J_BEOICEi_T ,490H 588H

BIT NU_[_EROF ONE HORIZONTAL 168 Bits 168 Bits,SYNCP_0NI ZING GNAL .

HORIZONTAL SYNCHRONIZING 13 Bits 12 Bits
SIGNAL ;HIOD

EQUALIZING PELSE PERIOD 6 .Bits 6 Bits

.BACI( PORCH PE1LIOD 26 Bits 27 Bits

FRONT PORCH PERIOD '5Bits 4 Bits

MASTERCLOCK MASTERCLCCK

_.__ ..l[-W_
SFERFREQUENCY

1/30 2fs 2fh 1/84 1/25 I. 2rs 2fh I I./84

·I _/?_-_
1/2 fa £_rf h 1/2 1/2 / fs I ifh I 1/2

44 1 kH_ 15 625kHz

FREQUENCY-- H SYNC · _ _ H SYNC

fv _/5_5 S_PLINS_m_Qo_cY1/se2 __v_.(--9_ IvsY_o I_o_ I_s_c

FIG 14, CONTROL SIGNAL OF NTSC,PAL/SECAM FORMAT



TABLE 6. LSI F_CTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

· Purpose LSI name Main functions

To process the ED440381 Generation of correction

digital signal word P,Q.

into a signal CMOS Generation of A/D

suitable for VCR converter control signal
recording.

ED440382 Interleaving.

o Generationof TV sync
signals.

CMOS Generation of error

detection word

To restore the VCR HD440361 Error detection and

recorded signal to indication.

the original signal. Control signal block

CMOS detection protection.
Muting.

_ HD440362 Sync signal detectionand protection

CMOS De-interleaving.

Memory protection.

To correct ED44037 P,Q correction.

·_ erroneous data. Generation of D/A
o convertercontrol

_ CMOS signal.

Various indications.O
o

PHOTO 5. DIGITAL PROCESSING LSI


